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Los Machetes

~~Warming Up~~

Mexican Folk Dance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS2mRuEaZMA
Dance:
In circle formation. Can be done in double circle.
A Section: Walk CCW 16 beats, Walk CW 16 beats
B Section: Click, under right, click, under left, click, back, click-click click
C Section: Spin RH stick in air walking around a partner (16) Switch hands and directions (16)
Purpose: Movement with steady beat, complicated movement patterns with sticks, preparation for
future movements

Mama Don’t Allow
Folk Song
Exploration of Laban Movements

ankle

Process:
1. Sing song. Demonstrate that the action falls on the measures of rest
2. Change ‘hand clapping’ to other movements. Use the Laban movement language
3. Students suggest a body part and a Laban effort

LABAN
EFFORTS
Punch, Press
Slash, Wring
Dab, Glide
Flick, Float

Purpose: To explore Laban movements. To feel the length of the phrase and insert the movements
appropriately. To create different ways to move the body.
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Rain on the Green Grass
Traditional Poem
Rain on the Green Grass
Rain on the Tree
Rain on the Rooftop
NOT ON ME!
Process:
Speak poem. Add body percussion for highlighted words. Make the rain ‘fall’ on a part of the body to
the rhythm. Switch to steady beat. Beat moves through the room with walking, Rhythm of the words
stops to pat/clap. Challenge students to see if they can keep the rhythm while walking the beat or clap
the rhythm while a friend taps the beat on their back.
Purpose: To feel the difference between beat & rhythm using different movements

I DON’T WANT TO! Dance
This dance is derived from the ‘Grumpy March’ that goes with Wizard’s Walk found in the New England
Dance Master’s ‘Sashay the Donut’.
Dance Instructions:
The dance begins with a brief discussion about all the things we hate doing (i.e. dishes). For each thing
we dislike we say the words “I DON’T WANT TO” to steady quarter notes. Each time we repeat the
notes they get more expressive with stomping feet and pounding hands.
Eventually, we add scarves or streamers to this movement and learn the A section.
A SECTION:
4 stomps (scarf behind back)- audiate the words “I don’t want to”
4 Arm flicks (with scarf)
4 stomps (scarf behind back)
4 arm flicks (with scarf)
8 Beats of ‘total tantrum’ arms & stomps while turning in a circle
8 beats of rising from a low position with a grumpy face into a tall happy smile.
B SECTION:
Improvised ‘happy dance’ around the room
Purpose: To dance together as a community. To feel beat, rhythm, phrase, & form.
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Left, Right

Process:
Speak poem and have students listen for the word ‘right.’ Repeat with ‘left’
Challenge students to put their left hand in the air when they hear left, repeat with other side
Reveal that the pattern becomes simple once you simply walk left, right. Speak song while walking. See
if students can add a clap on the word ‘left.’
Purpose: To feel the difference between the right and left sides of the body in preparation for future
movements

Sasha
Russian Folk Dance (note: there is some evidence that this is actually from Ukraine)
Sashay the Donut by New England Dance Masters
Song is available here: https://dancingmasters.com/?attachment_id=33
Dance, as found online (a google search will yield many video examples of this dance):
Dance Instructions:
A: Speak “Sasha, Sasha, Ras, Dva, Tre” (one, two, three)
Right, Right, Right / Left, Left, Left / Both, Both, Both / Down, Down, Down (pat on lap) repeat Right
arm swing ending with ‘HEY!’ (8) Left arm swing ending with ‘HEY!’ (8)
B: Walk around the room and wave, identify a partner before new A section begins
Process:
Teach words. Mirror Clapping Pattern. Have the students figure out how many beats I silently count to
before I say ‘HEY!’ Do the dance WITHOUT the right arm and left arm swing and keeping the same
partner 5. (on another day) Add the swing and partner switching.
Purpose: To dance together as a community. To feel beat, rhythm, phrase, & form.
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Botendere
Transcribed by Aimee Pfitzner. Printed with permission 2022

About the Song:
https://socalfolkdance.org/articles/3_1-2_minute_folk_dance_wickettford.htm?fbclid=IwAR26vN4Xbvh0InnY1ykbGEIFL0b1OeOv9JPx37nIa4FuXxlWs12WRLlzEdQ
“…Zimbabwean musician and dancer Lora Chiorah-Dye. She told me the dance Botendere, which has become
part of the folk dance educators' repertoire, was really a tiny segment of a dance and song they would do in her
village. At night–incidentally, after the dishes were done–she would run outside to join the gathering. They would
sing, dance, and play rhythms, all at once. The same "song" would go on and on. There was no way she could
teach an American child all that. So in the case of Botendere, she extracted a piece of the melody, a couple of
steps, and one clapping pattern. An arrangement, packed in a suitcase for travel.”

Process:
Learn song and have students do a lap pat for any under or behind clapping. Once students have
mastered the rhythm, demonstrate the under the leg part and then behind the back. Add a steady beat
during the first half and then eventually transfer that steady beat to students standing in an array and
clapping each other’s hands to the side.
Purpose: To work together as a group, to perform complicated rhythmic patterns.
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~~Inspiring Creative Movement~~

Body Shape Cards and Art: ideas for creative dance

Activity One: Freeze into a single pose as seen on board or copying a selected student
Music: Dolly Suite, Op. 56: I. Berceuse. Allegretto moderato (Arr. For Cello & Piano) by Gabriel Faure,
performed by Andreas Brantelid & Bengt Forsberg (spotify)
Activity Two: Dance party & freeze into a pose
Music: Havana Banana by Too Many Zooz (spotify & YouTube)
Activity Three: Create dance moves from the stick figure poses
Music: Masquerade Suite: Maskarad (Masquerade): I. Waltz by Aram Khachaturian, performed by the
St. Petersburg State Symphony Orchestra (spotify)
Activity Four: Use popsicle sticks, faces & bendy figures to create original ideas.
Music: Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun by Parry Gripp (spotify)
Printable stick figures (free):
https://childhood101.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Yoga-for-Kids-Body-ShapeCards.pdf
https://www.yourtherapysource.com/files/Personal_Space_Freebie.pdf
https://childhood101.com/making-body-shapes-with-printable-body-shape-cards/
Toys:
Bendy Emoji people found on Amazon.com: https://www.amazon.com/ArtCreativity-BendableFlexible-BirthdayStuffers/dp/B083D72CPY/ref=sr_1_7?crid=1XHNCFSIOURRL&keywords=Smiley+Face+Emoticon+Benda
ble+Figures&qid=1660684535&s=toys-andgames&sprefix=smiley+face+emoticon+bendable+figures+%2Ctoys-and-games%2C103&sr=1-7
Art:
A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte by George Suerat
Christina’s World by Andrew Wyeth
Composition 8 by Wassily Kandinsky
La Moulin de la Galette by Pierre-Auguste Renoir
Starry Night by Vincent VanGogh
Three Dancers by Pablo Picasso
The Scream by Edvard Munch
Untitled (1982) by Keith Haring
Untitled (1993) by Keith Haring
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Scarf Pathways

~~Levels & Pathways~~

Scarves are magical props! Today we will be using them as ways to explore pathways. Use words to
help guide students with ways to move the scarf through space:
Straight, Zig-Zag, Curved, Swirly, Direct, In-direct

Sweets of May Dance
Two Fiddles and the Sugar River String Band (on Spotify)
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkN5xTJh9uY
Dance Instructions:
Introduction
8 Beats: “One, Two, Three, Wooo!” (scarf toss on ‘woo’ and 4 beats catching) (repeat 3x- 32
total beats)
32 Beats: Free dance
16 Beats: “Up, up, down, down, Up, up, down, down, around for 8” (repeat)
Purpose: To associate high and low pitches with high and low movements, to explore pathways.

Train’s Off the Track
Folk Song

Process:
Learn the song. Move to the song by following a movement leader as a train (teacher is first leader).
Add a drum that is ‘home.’ Now movement level needs to match the drum height. Practice getting
‘home’ on time (end of the song). Invite students to take over as the leader. At this point you can
either have one student stay behind at ‘home’ to keep a steady beat or scrape “chugga chugga” or you
can add a B section where students need to read a letter (rhythm pattern) at their home.
Purpose: To explore movement levels. Steady beat accompaniment. Optional rhythm reading.
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Plink Plank Plunk
“Plink, Plank, Plunk” by Leroy Anderson
Process:
Students prepare to drive their imaginary cars. When they hear the three notes (plink, plank, plunk)
they stop and show high, middle, low with their bodies. They then drive the cars through the room.
During the middle section we pretend that the car has gone in for repairs and the students make
different poses for each loud sound (note: different recordings will use different noises here – pick a
recording that you like the sound)
Purpose: To explore movement pathways

Firefly
Copyright © 2022 Beth Bolton. All Rights Reserved. Used with Permission.

Process:
Explore the different ways to be a part of the garden (trees, bushes, flowers, weeds, rocks).
Sing the song for the students while having the firefly (flashlight) move through the garden.
Invite a few students to also become fireflies. Explore different pathways and levels.
Purpose: To work on levels and pathways together
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Bug Poetry
The Bee’s Party
Folk Song
Paired with “unBEElievables” by Douglass Florian

The bees said, "Good-day, and won't you make yourself at home?"
The band played sweet music, which it made upon a comb
A lovely scene was that happy party, gaily singing
buzz-buzz-buzz as they danced upon the green.

Another wonderful book for this process is
‘in the swim’ by Douglas Florian. Pairs well
with “Have You Ever Gone a Fishin’”

Miss Wasp asked the Bumblebee if he would sing a song
She said they would listen if it wasn't very long
The bee said, "Oh, very gladly I will sing for you, but
hum-sweet-hum is the only tune I know."
The hours passed too quickly and the day was too-soon sped
The wasps and the hornets said "good-night" and went to bed
But ho! and hey! the mosquitoes never stopped their singing
buzz-buzz-buzz ‘til the dawning of the day.
Have students use their knowledge of levels, pathways, etc to create movement to their poem (optional: also
add sound effects)

Process:
Demonstrate with the students how they can act out a poem. Have students work in small groups to
create movement sequences to the poetry. Perform with the above song.
.
Purpose: To use levels, pathways, laban efforts, & all movement knowledge to create a movement
piece.
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Magic of 8
Using sets of 8, it is easy to write a dance (or to have students write a dance).
Music suggestion for creating dances:
Jalale – Instrumental by Mexican Institute of Sound from the movie Coco. (2 Sections, each 4 sets of 8)
Quadrille Jos Bouchard/Reel Beatrice from New England Dance Masters “Sashay the Donut” (3
sections, each 4 sets of 8)
Hey Ho Diddly Dum from New England Dance Masters “Chimes of Dunkirk” (2 sections, each 2 sets of
8)

A section
8:
8:
B section
8:
8:

Spin Cycle
Dirty Laundry, Heavy Load - Afiara Quartet & Skratch Bastid - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_3AIwLFGQI
For this activity, you can either guide the students through movements (see timing below) or have
them create the sections before they hear the music.
1. Laundry on the floor
2. Bump around in a laundry basket
3. Soap and Water
4. Agitate #1
5. Spin #1
6. Agitate #2
7. Spin #2
8. Slow the spin down
9. Hang to dry
10. Fold
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TIMING FOR GUIDED MOVEMENT:
Before:
You are a piece of laundry. Begin as scattered across the room laying on the floor
0:00-0:45:
A window is open and a breeze coming in the room slightly moves part of you.
0:45-1:07:
You are lifted into a basket and bumped down the stairs to the laundry room
1:07-1:20:
You are put into machine and tilt around as other pieces of laundry are put in too
1:20-1:50:
Soap and water pour down (whole note values)
1:50-2:37:
Agitate. Get bumped around starting with quarter note, eighth notes, sixteenth, etc.
2:37-3:00:
Spin Cycle. Spin hands around and sway in different directions.
3:00-3:25:
Agitate again.
3:25-3:50:
Spin again. Double spin (turn in a circle while spinning hands)
3:50-4:10:
Slow the spin gradually
4:10-4:30:
Hang on the line blowing with the wind
4:30-end:
Slowly fold up. One body part at a time until you are neatly folded on the floor
Purpose: To match movements to the feeling of the music

Wizards Walk Grumpy March
This dance is printed in ‘Sashay the Donut’ by the New England Dance Masters. Note the differences
between our first activity and this full dance. Could you create a dance that has a difficulty level in
between these two versions? Is there a way for some students to do the whole dance and others to
simplify?

Deb Navin teaches General Music and Choir at Greenfield and Beverly Elementary Schools for the
Birmingham Public Schools in Beverly Hills, Michigan. She has degrees from The Crane School of Music and
Temple University. Deb is certified in Orff-Schulwerk and has trained in Music Learning Theory and World
Music Drumming. She has taught General Music, Choir, and Band in public and private schools in
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Michigan.

PLEASE NOTE:
Activities presented today are intended for use of participants of this session in a classroom setting.
Please do not distribute or share without permission.
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